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Abstract
During the senior year in Mechanical Engineering Technology program, a solar tracker was
designed and manufactured to be used during Mechanical Engineering Technology labs. The
solar tracker will be able to rotate 15 degrees per hour by keeping it in line with changing
position of the sun as the sky daily. The solar tracker was designed by calculating the need of the
motor speed, allowable load, estimated solar input, and desired efficiency.
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Introduction
Motivation:
In 21 centuries, one of the popular topic is global warming. Many scientists said that stop
burning fossil fuel or others that create a large carbon to damage the environment. There have so
many sources of energy that is clean and renewable to liberate them from the tyranny of those
traditional sources. To development of “green” technologies that part of green, earth-shaping
revolution is the main reason to drive this project.
There are several types of renewable energy sources that are currently being studied and
implemented into a multitude of setting. That include the two famous one, wind and solar
energy. However, wind sources are mostly built on a large scale and depend on the location as
well, while solar energy can be built on top of the building or backyard, easy to storage and it
can absorb more stable energy than other sources. Solar energy, that topic it been brought in the
past few years, and it will become one of the sources that aspects more for everyday life. The
thought of creating a device that is not only useful but can be part of many people quality of life
to remind them, we can help the world more “green”. That is the purpose to build a solar tracker
and try to encourage others.
Function Statement:
A device is needed that will automatically track the sun’s position and accordingly
change the direction of the solar panel.

Requirements:
The solar tracker will meet the following requirements.
• The solar tracker must weigh less than 40 lbs.
• The solar tracker must support the solar panel, motor, and shaft weight (15lbs)
• The solar tracker must rotate 15 degrees per hour.
• The solar tracker must have a minimum height of 10 in.
• The solar tracker must have a maximum height of 30 in.
• The solar tracker must have a maximum width of 24 in.
• The solar tracker must cost less than $150.
• The solar tracker must be made of non-corrosive material.
• The solar tracker must meet all government and industry safety standards.
• The solar tracker must be able to fold and storage into drawer.
Engineering Merit:
In order to design a solar tracker that will safely support the weight of the solar panel and
be able to rotate 15 degrees. All the calculation has to meet the safety standard and has high

efficient that a stand still solar panel. Also the solar panel need to be efficiently in respects to
both time and cost using a material that provides the safety required.

Scope of Effort:
The scope of this project will be the solar tracker. The solar panel is already in the lab
storage. Motor is the main thing for this project and the stand to support the weight of the solar
panel and be able to rotate and storage.

Success Criteria:
The success of the device will be determined by meeting the design requirements. The
solar tracker will be considered successful if it performs as intended. Also the center shaft will
support the weight of the solar panel and the motor to allow for rotation.
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Design and Analysis
Approach:
This Solar tracker will be designed using rotation to follows the sun’s movement from
time to time. To be able to rotate the axis, it involves steppe motors or DC motors to perform the
solar tracking. Since Those motor are most command to use in this type of tracking system.
Design Description:
The tacker will allow for the movement of a 25W solar panel tracking the sun at 12 hours
a day in all season. The device is made primarily of aluminum where the majority of parts are
manufactured from flame and tubes. This material was chosen due to it corrosion resistance,
manufacturability and cost. The entire assembly is completely enclosed moving around easily
and easy to storage.
For manufacturing concerns, the goal will be to maximize efficiency to collect more
power than fixed angle solar panel and minimize the cost. The strength of the material and its
machinability will have to be taken into consideration. The Process of manufacturing will also
have to be chosen for different aspects of the design.
Benchmark:
The benchmark to the solar tracker is a fixed PV System. It typically cost less initially but
won’t makes much return on these systems over time and produce less energy than tracking
systems. But for PV Tackers, the specific part of the solar tracker is not just being able to collect
a high proportion of available noon time energy but also collect significant power in the early
morning and late afternoons. The goal is to prove that solar tracker can collect more power than
the benchmark and still provide a quality that meets all the design requirements.
Performance Predictions:
The performance of the solar tracker is predicted to be able to mounted on a stand frame.
The stand will weigh less than 40lbs and be within the spatial requirements. It will also be
capable of folding into one simple piece. The stand will cost less than $100 to manufacture.
Description of Analyses:
First, the material of which the stand will be made of must be selected. The two choices
are carbon steel, aluminum and may be plastic. On appendix A1 shown the allowable load of
each material at a given length and shape will be calculated using a column analysis. The shape
that is being considered is square tubing.

Scope of Testing and Evaluation:
The testing and evaluation of the solar tracker will consist to rotate 15 degrees per hours
without fall off the frame. The size, weight and cost of the solar tacker will be evaluated on if it
meets the design requirements. Another aspect that will be considered will be the amount of
effort it takes to mount the solar panel in place at the design requirement angles.
Analyses:
The design analysis for the solar tracker device is presented below.
Design Issue:
The solar tracker center frame must be able to support the solar panel, motor and center
shaft. a column analysis was conducted on steel square tube to insure that the frame will with
the required force.
The base of the solar tracker will be weld into T shape and weld on the central frame. The
strength of those weld must be evaluated.
The pins that hold the desired height of the central frame must have the proper diameter
to withstand the shear stress. The diameter and material of the pin will be calculated and chosen.
Calculated Parameters:
Appendix A1 shows the material was chosen as A-36 Steel square tube. This material
was chosen because of it yield strength of 36ksi and a suitable ductility of 20%. A-36 Steel is
known for it did well on joining. It possesses high strength and good workability. Also the device
will be used for demo in class and most of time will be storage so that is one of the reason why
the device didn’t need high resistance like 60601-T6 Aluminum.
The allowable load of an A-36 steel square tube was calculated. A column analysis was
done using the J.B. Johnson Formula. The dimension of the square tubing in question was 3” x
0.25” and length of 35”. The slenderness ratio was calculated as 20.18 and column constant was
125.6. Base on the calculation, the slenderness ratio was less than the column constant, the short
column analysis was completed. The critical load was calculated as 98.5lbs. and with a safety
factor of 1.5 the allowable load was 19.7lbs. This calculation demonstrates that t eh above
dimensioned steel square tubing will support the 8lbs of solar panel.
Appendix A2 shoes the calculation for critical stress that the solar tracker central frame
can withstand. The formula for critical stress is P/A. The critical stress was calculated to be
35.8psi. This figure was below the yield stress of A-36 steel (36ksi) so the material was deemed
suitable.
Appendix A3 shows the calculation for the maximum vertical shearing stress on the solar
tracker central frame. The Solar tracker central frame is made up of a square tube that had length
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of 35” and the width of 3”. The formula for maximum vertical shear stress is VQ/It, where I is
the moment of inertia, t is the width, V is the load and Q is the first moment. The maximum
vertical shearing stress was calculated as 2.19 ksi. Dividing the maximum vertical shearing stress
by design factor of 1.5, the allowable vertical shearing stress was calculated as 1.46 ksi. Result of
the calculation is less than the yield strength of A-36 steel (36ksi) and thus is appropriate.
Appendix A4 shows the calculation for choosing the appropriate pin diameter to hold the
panel of 8lbs. The formula used was F/A, where A=pi*d2/4. Solving for d., the minimum
diameter to withstand 8lbs of force and 1.46ksi shear stress was 2.6in. The pin diameter was
round up to 3” because of the commercially available.
Appendix A6 shows the calculation for the speed of the step motor. The result of the
calculation was 10180 step for 360degree. Since the device it required to rotate 15 deg / hr. The
result shows it need to program the stepper motor that rotate 7.07 step/min for the panel.
Appendix A7 shows the calculation for the Tipping moment of the solar tracker. The
formula used was F*D. Since the max wind induced drag force is 17N and the height of solar
tracker is 1.2m, the result of the calculation shows 20.4Nm. The second part of appendix A7
shows the calculation for the Max Tipping moment of solar tracker. The formula used was the
same as A7 but the drag force is 56N, the result of the calculation shows 67.2Nm.
Appendix A8 shows the calculation for the Stagnation Pressure of the maximum Wind.
The formula used was 0.5pv2. The air density was 1.2kg/m3 and the maximum wind velocity
was17.4m/s. The result of the calculation shows the wind pressure was 182N. The second part of
the appendix A8 shows the calculation for the Wind Load in maximum speed. The formula used
was F=A*P*Cd. Cd is the drag coefficient. Base on the result from appendix A9 p is 182N, the
result of this calculation is 56N with max wind velocity.
Appendix A9 shows the calculation for the stagnation pressure of the average wind. The
formula used was 0.5pv2. The average wind velocity was 6.88m/s. The result of the calculation
shows the wind pressure in average wind speed was 28.4N. The second part of the appendix A9
shows the calculation for the wind load in average wind speed. The formula used was
F=A*P*Cd. The result of this calculation is 17N with average wind velocity.

Appendix A10 shows the calculation for hour angle. The formula used was 15(t-12). T is
time. The result of the calculation shows the all the hour angle from 7am-7pm in every 15 mins.
The table 1 below of the appendix 10 shoes all the result by using excel.
Appendix A11 shows the calculation for Solar irradiance. The formula used was
Isin(180(t-tsunirsie)/(tsunset-tsunrise)). I is solar irradiance of noon time. The result of the
calculation shows all the solar irradiance form 8am to 5pm in October clear day.
Appendix A12 shows the calculation for the Radiation incident angle. The formula is
100sin(o). O is the angle from 0 to 90 degrees. The result of the calculation shows 45 degrees is
the best angle since the device will received the largest surface area.

Appendix A14 shows the calculation for the required torque for the motor need to be. The
formula is T=mgr. The result of the calculation shows that the motor torque has to be more than
23inlb. 12V dc motor with 46inlb torque has chosen base on the calculation.
Device: Part, Shapes and Conformation:
The goal of the overall device us to be user friendly, which means weight and size must
be taken into consideration. The solar track device consists of base frame, center frame, center
frame member, center shaft and C clamp. The shape of the solar tracker was designed as
triangular due to the fact that the solar panel has to set up as 47 degrees. The center frame and
center frame member will be rectangular tubes where the center frame member will be able to
slide into the central frame. This shape was chosen due to the availability of various sizes and its
lower cost also it can folder it in half or separate and storage.
Device Assembly, Attachments:
The solar tacker will be manufactured following parts by using 6061 Aluminum.
Part 1: Solar tracker Center arm
Part 2: Solar tracker Base
Part 3: Solar tacker shaft (rotate)
Part 4: plastic cap
Part 5: Screw bolt
Part 6: Aluminum cap
Part 7: U bolt (C clamp)
Part 8: Solar tacker wood flat piece support
Part 9: DC motor
Part 10: motor support
Part 11: C channel
Part 12: 2 flat pin base support
Tolerances, Kinematics, Ergonomics:
First, the structure must be able to support the weight of the solar panel which are
mounted on it. In this project, one panel is used. The total weight is 6.8kg. Beside that the
column and the base of the structure should also be able to support the weight of frame, which is
estimated about 15. That give a total weight around 25kg.
Second, since the structure will be placed outdoor most of the times, the structure must be
able to withstand the elements of nature, most effects are from the sun(heat), rain(water) and
wind(air). Most of the concern will be the effect of wind load on the structure when wind load is
acting on solar panel. Base one the data, the average of wind speed in Ellensburg, WA is 6.88m/s
and assuming the wind flow is acting perpendicularly on the maximum area of the solar panels.
Third, the movable part of the structure must be able to rotate follow the movement of the
sun throughout the dat. This solar tracker will be able to rotate along the vertical axis to follow
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the movement of the sun from East to West. The structure would be able to point the solar panel
towards the position of the sun in the sky.
Fourth, in this project, motor is needed. Using 12 V DC motor which has a torque
between 18-23Nm.

Technical Risk Analysis, Failure Mode Analyses Safety Factors, Operation Limits:
The risks that may present over the course of this solar tracker design project are
financial, scheduling, resources and technical aptitude. The financial risks involved are going
over the budget and not have enough fund to purchase all the materials needed to manufacture
the solar tracker. Having a good thought manufacturing plan and a detail parts list should about
to decrease this risk. As for scheduling, the risks involved are not receiving parts and materials
when expected as well as under estimating machining and welding times The scheduling risks
will be addressed by incorporating unexpected delays into schedule and also to overestimate the
times needed for machining and welding. The risk of having a lack of resources will be dealt
with by amounts of research and reaching out to community as well as seeking out help from
advisors and initial company.

Methods and Construction
Construction:
The construction of this project will take place over the time period of winter quarter.

Description:
The solar tracker will be made out of 6061-T6 Aluminum. The solar tracker consists of
the following parts:
Part 1: Solar tracker Center arm
Part 2: Solar tracker Base
Part 3: Solar tacker shaft (rotate) (B9)
Part 4: plastic cap (B6)
Part 5: Screw bolt
Part 6: Aluminum cap(B5)
Part 7: U bolt (C clamp) (B8)
Part 8: Solar tacker wood flat piece support (B7)
Part 9: DC motor
Part 10: motor support (B1)
Part 11: C channel (B3)(B4)
Part 12: 2 flat pin base support (B2)
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Drawing Tree, Drawing ID’s:
The drawing tree for the solar tracker can been seen in appendix C1.
Parts List and Labels:
Part

Name

Description

Supplier

1 Center arm

6061- T6 Square Tube

online metal

2 Base

6061- T6 Square Tube

online metal

3 Shaft

36in 6061- T6 Square Tube

Machine shop

4 C channel

Al sheet metal

Machine shop

5 Plastic cap

/

Machine shop

6 Aluminum cap

Aluminum

Machine shop

7 Pin(wire)

Machine shop

8 flat pin base support

steel or 6061 T6 Flat

Machine shop

9 DC motor

12V dc motor 46inlb

Professor

0.25in thick Al

Machine shop

11

wood

Machine shop

12 U bolt (C clamp)

¼ -20

Machine shop

13 bolt

¼-20

Machine shop

10 motor support

Solar tacker wood flat
piece support

Manufacturing issues:
Some of the manufacturing issues that may be concern. First, welding callouts need to be
called out correctly on all the drawings because it may get welded to the wrong location or
wrong part. Also the correct dimensioning and tolerance of the frame. The weldments will be
completed using the knowledge and skills gained from MET 357 as well as campus resources.
All the machining operations will be completed on the manual milling machine, drill press and
lathe available at CWU using the knowledge and skills gained from MET 255.
Most of the part need to care enough the small detail such as clearance and tolerance.
Discussion of assembly, sub-assemblies, parts, drawing:
The blueprints of this project are shown in Appendix B. Most of the design features from
the solar tracker where included in the function model. It contained: center arm, base, shaft
(rotate), plastic cap, screw bolt, Aluminum cap, U bolt (C clamp), wood flat piece panel support,
DC motor, motor support, C channel, flat pin base support and fix pin shaft. To connect the solar
panel and hook on to the center shaft, it required a U bolt (C clamp) and panel beam which
shown on appendix B7 and B8. The center shaft will rotate the panel around the horizontal axis.
Appendix B10 is the drawing for center shaft.

At the end of the center shaft it pined on the 2 pin base support with fix shaft (base pin) which
shows on appendix B2 and B9. The dimension of drill holes’ size is mostly ¼ -20, since it the
most common size. So that it will held on the T shape base which it shows on Appendix B11.
For the base of the tracker, it used one 24”and 12” long square tubing then welded into a T shape
form and weld to the center arm
The were made of Aluminum 6061 T6 base on easy to machine and corrosion. The center square
tubing arm and the center shaft was using a c channel (B4) to held on with the screw and also
easy to removal. Finally, the cable from the solar panel, sensors will have attached together into
an electric box. The panel module and the base module could also disconnect to form a
configuration for easy to storage. For the motor, it chosen as DC motor. Because it only required
to rotate the solar panel in 15 degrees per hr. Motor will be attached on the motor support (B1)
The final assembly is shows on appendix A11.

All the drilling, machining operation will be done using the drill press and lathe in the CWU
machine shop.
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Testing Method
Introduction:
The Solar Tracker will be tested to see if it meets the requirements set forth in the
proposal.
The requirements are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The solar tracker must weigh less than 40 lbs.
The solar tracker must support the solar panel weight (8lbs)
The solar tracker must rotate 15 degrees per hour.
The solar tracker must have a minimum height of 18 in.
The solar tracker must have a maximum height of 30 in.
The solar tracker must have a maximum width of 20 in.
The solar tracker must cost less than $150.
The solar tracker must be made of non-corrosive material.
The solar tracker must meet all government and industry safety standards.
The solar tracker must fold into a certain size to be able to storage

Parameters of Interest:
The Solar Tracker will be tested base on a pass or fail for rotating the panel in 15 degrees
per hours. The device will be tested for fitment by folding and disconnect into certain size to
storage. Also tested the motor and driven for rotation by using correct programming.
Data Acquisition:
The data will be collected using basic measurement tools such as Fluke handheld
multimeter.
Schedule:
As shown in the Gantt Chart in appendix E, Test Day 1 will be on beginning of April.
Test Day 2 will be on middle of April. Lastly, Test 3 will be on the end of April. The Test Report
will be written and submitted in the beginning of May.

Method/Approach:
Resources:
Professor Roger Beardsley provided all the tool to run the test.
Data Capture:
Data was collected using Fluke handheld multimeter, paper and pen and transferred to excel
Document.

Test Procedure:
The Solar panel and motor were mounted to center shaft and connect to the frame member to
adjust the height and angle to 47 degrees. Then collected to the battery to be able to test the
rotation. The physical specifications were measured.
Precision and Accuracy:
The precision of the tape measure was 1/16th inch. The precision of the scale was 0.1 lbs. The
measurements taken were consistent and accurate.
Data Storage:
The data was collected on paper and transferred to a Word and Excel document. The data was
then compared to the calculated values and requirements.
Risk/Safety:
Make sure there no water near by the power supply.
Deliverables:
Parameter Values:
The physical parameter values that were tested were height, width, weight, center shaft rotation.
Also other parameters tested were height adjustability
Calculated Values:
The Solar Tracker was calculated to be support less than 50 lbs.
Success Criteria Values:
The Solar Tracker is considered to be successful if the center shaft can support the panel and be
able to rotate.
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Conclusion:
In conclusion, the Solar Tracker Design was A Success Because it met all the requirement in the
proposal. On Test 1 data set shows the solar tracker require minimum voltage of 2.4V to be able
to rotate. On Tes2 data set shows the solar tracker collect more current than the fixed one which
it meets the requirement. For the solar constant theory should be 13mV however for the test
result shows 14mV which have 1.01% error.

Budget/Schedule/Project Management
Proposed Budget:
The parts list and material cost are outline in appendix C1and D1. The total material cost
for Solar Tracker is $224. There will be no labor costs.
The main part for this assembly will be purchased through Online Metal.com so
hopefully the company will apply the discount on this project that will help lower the cost. Also
they have a good variety and can do one shipment instead of multiple shipments through
multiple companies. This will save money in shipping in handling as well.
Part suppliers, substantive costs and sequence or buying issues:
The materials and parts necessary for this project will come from OnlineMetals.com,
professor and Machine shop. OnlineMetals.com is located in Seattle, WA. They allow local pick
up of the materials.
Labor or outsourcing rates & estimate costs:
There will be no labor costs associated with this project. All machining and welding
operation will be done with the resources available at Central Washington University.
Total project cost:
In Appendix D, show the budget table. The total project cost is estimated to be $224.
Funding source:
The source of funding for this project will come from Central Washington University
principle of engineering.
Proposed Schedule:
The schedule for this project is constrained by the MET 495 course and is shown in
appendix E1. This project will be completed by the end of the 2017 Spring quarter. A tentative
schedule has been created to help organize and plan for successful completion of this project.
The schedule outlines the time frame for the design, manufacturing and testing of the solar
tracker.
High Level Gantt Chart:
The Gantt Chart for the solar tracker design can be found in appendix E1. Details task
description, duration, timing of duration and milestones can be found on the chart.
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Deliverables, milestones:
The deliverable and milestones for this project are: completed design review and
completed proposal due at the end of fall quarter, parts and materials arrived by first couple
weeks of the winter quarter, manufacturing design review and completed construction of the
solar tracker by the end of the winter quarter and lastly testing design review and final report due
at the end of the spring quarter.
Total project time:
The total project time is estimated.
Project Management:
The project will succeed due to the availability of appropriate technical expertise and
resources. Careful planning and budgeting will minimize risk of failure.
Human Resources:
Department of Mechanical Engineering Technology in Central Washington University
will provide expertise in machining and welding.
Physical Resources
The CAD lab in Central Washington University will provide the necessary software to
program machining operations. The Foundry at CWU will provide the welding equipment
needed.

Conclusion
The Solar Tracker has been conceived, analyzed and designed that satisfies the design
requirements stated in the introduction of this proposal. The parts and materials for this device
have been specified, sourced and budgeted for acquisition. The Solar Tracker has been
constructed and tested.
This project meets all the requirements for a successful senior project, which include the
following:
1. Having substantial engineering merit in structural and material analysis.
2. Size and cost of the project is within the means of successful completion
3. Being of great interest to the principle investigator.
The Solar Tracker Design project will succeed because it met all the requirements set forth in the
proposal and ability to manufacture this device in a timely manner, but yet manufacture to the
engineering and specs that are discussed in this paper. This include welding and fastening the
necessary parts into a final product that will help the class to gain more knowledge about the
solar system and it efficiency than flat stand still solar panel.
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Appendix
Appendix A - Analyses
A1: Allowable Load Calculation for A-36 steel Square Tube

A2: Critical Stress Calculation of center frame
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A3: Maximum Vertical Shearing Stress Calculation

A4: Pin Diameter Calculation
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A5:

A6: calculation of the stepper motor speed
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A7: calculation of Tipping Moment

A8: Calculation of Wind load and Stagnation Pressure (Max)
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A9: Calculation of Wind load and stagnation pressure (avg)

A10: hour angle Calculation
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Table 1: Hour angle (7am-7pm)
Time
7
7:15
7:30
7:45
8.00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12.00
12:15
12:30
12:45
13:00
13:15
13:30
13:45
14:00
14:15
14:30
14:45
15:00
15:15
15:30
15:45
16:00

Column1 Hour angle
7
-75
7.25
-71.25
7.5
-67.5
7.75
-63.75
8
-60
8.25
-56.25
8.5
-52.5
8.75
-48.75
9
-45
9.25
-41.25
9.5
-37.5
9.75
-33.75
10
-30
10.25
-26.25
10.5
-22.5
10.75
-18.75
11
-15
11.25
-11.25
11.5
-7.5
11.75
-3.75
12
0
12.25
3.75
12.5
7.5
12.75
11.25
13
15
13.25
18.75
13.5
22.5
13.75
26.25
14
30
14.25
33.75
14.5
37.5
14.75
41.25
15
45
15.25
48.75
15.5
52.5
15.75
56.25
16
60

16:15
16:30
16:45
17:00
17:15
17:30
17:45
18:00
18:15
18:30
18:45
19:00

16.25
16.5
16.75
17
17.25
17.5
17.75
18
18.25
18.5
18.75
19

63.75
67.5
71.25
75
78.75
82.5
86.25
90
93.75
97.5
101.25
105
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A11: Solar Irradiance
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A13: Radiation incident angle
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A14: Motor Torque

Appendix B – Drawings
B1: Motor support
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B2: pin base support

B3: scrap piece C Channel
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B4: C channel

B5: Aluminum Cap
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B6: plastic cap

B7: Panel beam
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B8: Clamping U – bolt

B9: base pin
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B10: shaft

B11: Solar Tracker assembly
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B12: Sketch deign 1

B13: Sketch design 2
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B14: Sketch design 3

Appendix C -Parts List
C1: Solar tracker Drawing Tree

Sloar Tracker
T base

(B10)

Fix shaft pin
(B9)
Pin base
support
(B2)

Rotate Shaft

B-11

center arm
Plastic cap
(B6)

U bolt
(B8)

Aluminum
cap (B5)

motor

solar pannel
motor support

C channel

(B1)

(B4)

Beam support
(B7)
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Appendix D - Budget
D1: Materials Cost

Appendix E – Schedule
E1: Gantt Chat 1/2
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E2: Gantt Chart 2/2

Appendix J – Resume/Vita

manh@cwu.edu
425-350-2982
101E 14th Ave apt 34
Ellensburg WA, 98926

Hoi Kit (Carson) Man
OBJECTIVE:
To obtain an entry-level Engineering position that offers diverse job responsibilities with
an engineering discipline, one that will fully utilize my technical knowledge and
leadership abilities, but can help me gain more experience within the Mechanical
Engineering field.
EDUCATION:
Central Washington University, Ellensburg WA
Graduation except Date: June 2017
Major: Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering Technology
Relevant Courses: Heat Transfer, Energy System, Thermal and Fluid Dynamics,
Strengths of Materials, Metallurgy, Statics, Machining (Milling Machine,
Lathe, Drill), Welding, Casting, Physics, Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Business
statistics, Economic, and Chemistry.
Technical Skills: AutoCad, Industrial Engineering Technology (Basic
Engineering), Information Technology (Microsoft Word, Excel, Access, and
Power Point), Engineering Project Cost and Analysis, and Solid Works (3D
Modeling).
Everett Community College, Everett WA
Graduation Data: December 2013
Major: Associate of Science, Mechanical Engineering
Hirschi High School, Wichita Falls TX
Exchange student as junior
Work experience
Lab Assistant
Everett, WA
September 2013-December 2013
• Provides consulting support to students, faculty, and staff. Refers questions to other
consulting sources when necessary.
• Logs equipment damage and malfunctions with management.
• Records required statistical information for reporting purposes.
• Provides users with access to reference manuals and other available information upon
request.
• Provides assistance and support for printers, computers, and other equipment.
Assistant Accountant Hong Kong
June2009 - August 2009
- Provided administrative support in daily office operations
- Handled data processing
- Maintained account payable log and general ledger
Communicate extensively with employees, customers, and bank representatives.
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Collegiate and Community Experience
• American Society of Mechanical Engineers(ASME) 2015-2016
• American Foundry Society (AFS) 2015-2016
• Swimming Team 2009, 2014-2015
• International club 2014-2016
Special Skills
• Fluent in Cantonese, Mandarin and English. Understand basic Japanese.
• Proficient in AutoCad, Microsoft Word, Excel, Presentation and QuickBooks
• Comfortable in a machine shop setting and knowledge of all tools and measurement
devices
• Experience using lathe and milling machines, drill press, saw blade, grinder and plasma
cutter
• Experience in basic CNC programming for 3D parts including holes, curves, slots etc
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